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Introduction
With eyes on over 250 Google Shopping accounts, we have the unique opportunity to test and 
evaluate management techniques relatively quickly. This ability affords us a pretty good pulse 
on the program, and over the past year, it has become clear that the retail battleground that 
is Google Shopping has become much more competitive, forcing the average advertiser to 
advance their strategy to achieve the same results. 

The added layer of competition is really a result of two trends: 

The inevitable maturation of the program, with more retailers taking notice of the 
opportunity that Shopping presents.

Top 100-type retailers focusing more heavily on the channel and allocating more 
budget to Shopping. One of the biggest critiques of Shopping is the influx of Big Box 
retailers, whose willingness to eat high CPCs and large seller review aggregates allow 
them to dominate the Shopping grid.

1
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This new landscape warrants a new, more advanced approach for the more typical advertiser. 
Ultimately, success on Google Shopping really breaks down into 3 areas:

•  Mastery Over Ad Visibility Levers

•  Tight Control Over Spend

•  Semantic Product Feed Optimization

Any decent Shopping campaign will be improving ad spend efficiency across the entire product 
catalog by running negative keywords and tweaking bids by time of day (ad scheduling), 
different locations (geo-targeting), and various consumer devices (mobile adjustments). That 
same account will also be maximizing visibility for its best sellers and paying less for clicks on 
its poor performers. These are all well-publicized best practices.

Next-level Shopping accounts build off of this foundation and apply all of these principles 
down to the SKU-level. These above average accounts also start to implement a process for 
semantic feed optimization, or the ongoing integration of high-intent consumer keywords 
within the product feed. The introduction of technology can even virtually allow advertisers to 
target PLAs by exact match keywords.

This guide builds off this common foundation and discusses the strategies that are top-of-
mind for us here at CPC Strategy (as of Q4 2015). We believe that these implementations will 
soon become requisites for any top-tier Shopping strategy.

The Conventional Shopping 

GET THE GUIDE

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/product-feed-optimization-101-guide/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/product-feed-optimization-101-guide/


The Conventional  
Shopping Campaign Structure



Campaign Structure
Most Shopping advertisers have their campaign structured as 1 ad group for 1 campaign, 
breaking out with product groups to get more granular from there. This approach has  
proven successful for many advertisers, but it does have some limitations:

• Comfortable, most have mastered this type of approach

• Capable of acheiving acceptable results

• Easy to break out and manage

• Ability to quickly and easily adjust bid levels accross all       
   products / brands / product types / custom lables

• Quick bidding within AdWords Editor

PROS

• Limited options when it comes to:

• Budgeting 
• RLSAs 
• Auction Insights 
• Device Settings 
• Best Sellers (or key product lines / brands) 
• Negative Keyword Sculpting

• Perception of being less "evolved"

CONS

In terms of utilizing a more sophisticated account architecture, the next step forward from 
here is to start leveraging multiple campaigns and ad groups.
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This table shows the “levers” that Google Shopping practitioners have available to them, and 
you can see that more control is granted when utilizing multiple ad groups/campaigns:

Management 
Features

EXPLANATION

SINGLE CAMPAIGN  
- 1 AD GROUP

MULTIPLE 
CAMPAIGNS

MULTIPLE AD GROUPS

RLSAs

Targeting & bid 
adjustments based 
upon installation 
of Remarketing 
tags & Rules (i.e 
cart abandoners, 
product viewers, 
specific landing page 
viewers).

Limited

Full

Full

Auction 
Insights

Compare how 
other advertisers 
within the same 
shopping auctions 
are performing 
in regards to 
Impression Share, 
Overlap Rate, & 
Outranking Share.

Limited

Full

Full

Mobile 
Control

Control your bid on 
mobile traffic using 
a % of your desktop 
bid. Building out 
mobile-only ad 
groups or campaigns 
allows you to 
specify mobile bids 
specifically.

Limited

Full

Full

Group 
Breakout

Seperating your 
product mix via 
shopping campaign 
options such as 
Brands, Product 
Types, GPCs, or 
Custom Lables.

Limited

Full

Full

Neg. KW 
Sculpting

Adding keywords 
which will disqualify 
your products from 
showing up for an 
auction. Used to 
better control what 
search queries 
trigger your ads.

Limited

Full

Full

Budgeting

Ability to set a max 
budget which will 
automatically turn 
off your campaign 
until the next day.

Limited

Full

Limited

Geo 
Targeting

Ability to opt in or 
out of entering an 
auction based upon 
geographic location 
of the user search 
query.

Limited

Full

Limited

Ad 
Scheduling

Adjusting bids 
based upon day of 
the week and time 
of day.

Limited

Full

Limited

The rest of this guide will break down how multiple ad groups/campaigns allow for greater 
control over some of these Shopping management levers.
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Isolating Mobile Traffic
Mobile customer acquisition has no doubt been a hot topic in the industry for a while now 
and there is certainly a market opportunity there. However, the “lowest hanging fruit” with 
Shopping will always be with desktop traffic. For retail advertisers that both have mobile-
optimized sites and drive paid mobile traffic to that website, a recurring theme is that mobile 
traffic simply does not convert as well as desktop traffic. We consistently see the ROI on 
desktop traffic to be higher than that of mobile traffic, and so we recommend you start there 
in terms of improvements to the account.

Generally speaking, unless you have a mobile-optimized website and a substantial ad budget, 
it’s not unreasonable to down-bid mobile traffic by -100%, effectively turning it off. Of 
course, if you have proven to be able to generate some conversions through mobile traffic, 
you’ll want to evaluate how profitable these conversions are. 

Cultivating mobile ad traffic is typically a “phase 2” approach that should be evaluated only after 
desktop traffic has proven to consistently hit your ROI targets. Once you reach that stage within 
your account, mobile traffic can be more effectively managed by isolating it into separate 
ad groups or campaigns. The result is residual, cheap traffic that can still lead to conversions.
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Breaking mobile traffic out into its own ad group/campaign can afford you great control over 
mobile bids at the brand, category, custom label, and even product-level. More specifically, 
breaking it out into its own separate campaign will allow for budgeting, geo-targeting, and 
scheduling to be adjusted only for that traffic.

Setup for Isolating Mobile Traffic with the 
AdWords Editor

Check your current mobile bid % adjustment within your current campaign/Ad Group 
and remember this value

Download your current product group bid data

Create a new ad group (or campaign)―Notate that it’s for only mobile traffic

Mimic the structure of your primary campaign/ad group for your new mobile-only ad 
group/campaign

Upload your current bids via the AdWords Editor

•  Update your spreadsheet with the new ad group/campaign name

•  You can decrease the bids within the spreadsheet using a formula or simply select all products in         

    your product group and decreasing those bids by X% using “Edit > Change max. CPC bids”

2

3

4
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Using your value from Step 1, decrease bids accordingly

•  Bids in your mobile campaign must be lower than your primary campaign or this new ad group/  

    campaign will steal all of your traffic

Set the mobile bid adjustment % in your original ad group/campaign to -100% so it 
doesn’t receive any traffic from mobile devices

•  If done at the ad group level, be sure to set  primary ad group mobile bid adjustments at the ad     

   group level (set at the campaign level if creating new campaign)

TIP: While your ROI on mobile traffic may not be as high as it is on desktop traffic, you can try to 
maximize its value by combining it with desktop retargeting. Being able to acquire customers on the 
mobile side and retarget them with relevant ads on desktop can be a powerful method.

6
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Improving Control Over  
Geo-Targeting & Ad Scheduling
Most advanced Shopping advertisers already do geo-targeting and ad scheduling to some 
extent. If you don’t already have this implemented for your account, it’s vital that you change 
that as soon as possible. There’s no reason you should be paying the same amount for a click 
at 2AM as one that occurs at 6PM, given that the data shows that you have a lower conversion 
rate in the middle of the night.

With a traditional Shopping campaign architecture, a blanket geo-targeting modifier might 
not make sense for your entire catalog, especially because it can only be set at the campaign 
level. For example, you may be a Home & Garden retailer that carries patio furniture as 
well as indoor furniture and accessories. How do you account for seasonality and bid more 
aggressively during the holiday shopping season while being less aggressive on your patio 
furniture for the East Coast during that period?

Geo-Targeting

Without utilizing multiple Shopping campaigns that are specific to locations, you can’t increase 
your control and get more granular with your geo-targeting.
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When Would We Use Multiple Campaigns for Geo-Targeting?

•  Your data supports a specific subset of products does better in some areas over others

•  Some products are only available in specific areas

•  Seasonality. For example, Outdoor Furniture may sell better in states such as California,   
   Arizona or Nevada during the winter months where it is more likely to be hotter year around  
   and are less likely to have hindering weather such as snow

How Can We Test This?

If you have multiple campaigns already, you are likely collecting geo-targeting data between 
the two separate campaigns. You can actually pull geo-targeting data by going to Settings > 
Locations OR by going to the Dimensions Tab. From there, you can take United States data to 
build out State and City-level geo-targets.
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Overnight

PARTITION

12am - 6am -15%

BID ADJUSTMENTS

Morning to Noon 9:30am - 2pm N/A

Evening 5:30pm - 10pm N/A

Early Morning 6am - 9:30am N/A

Mid Day 2pm - 5:30pm N/A

Late Evening 10pm - 12am N/A

Ad Scheduling

The same principles apply for ad scheduling, which can also only be controlled at the  
campaign level.

Like we’ve seen with many of our clients, some segments of your products will convert better 
at different times of the day. Ad scheduling data is often one of the biggest areas where 
advertisers can identify wasted ad spend, and so it’s very important to at least look at the 
available data for your default campaign. The ability to control this further with multiple 
campaigns isn’t a huge gamechanger, but this section highlights the fact that as a default, you 
should have ad scheduling implemented for every single one of your campaigns―even if just 
minor changes are made.

Advertisers should use this to adjust bids based on a percentage for how much more/less 
aggressive they want to be during specific days of the week and/or times of the day. You can 
only have a maximum of 6 partitions per day, and so a default build-out could look like this:

TIME OF DAY
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How Can We Test This?

You can simply add the default ad scheduling build-out to your current campaigns or run the 
reports on the following page to figure out the best way to build your partitions. 

If you weren’t previously running Ad Scheduling then you won’t have any data within the Ad 
Scheduling tab. Instead you would use the Dimensions tab to pull numbers to analyze.
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There are some pros and cons with refining ad scheduling bids for multiple campaigns:

•  Dive down by day of the week and hour of the day  
    without adjusting segments within the Dimensions tab

•  Regardless of how you built out your ad scheduling this  
    reporting will still drill down to hour of the day.

•  Easy to find and use

PROS

•  You have to have been collecting data within the   
    Ad Schedule settings tab in order to be able to run  
    this report meaning if you neglected setting up any  
    schedule then you will have to use the Dimensions  
    tab to use this section.

•  Does not allow you to individually adjust bids by   
    hour of the day within this section.

CONS
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RLSAs for Shopping
In a nutshell, RLSAs allow Shopping advertisers to increase ad visibility for past customers, cart 
abandoners, previous site visitors, etc. This has proven to an extremely powerful management 
lever because of its ability to reserve your clicks for more qualified traffic. As of October of 
2015, RLSAs are available for Shopping campaigns for all US advertisers. 

How to Target Cart Abandoners with RLSAs

RLSAs allow greater targeting control & bid adjustments based on URL or tag rules created 
within the Google remarketing tag.

Many AdWords advertisers are probably familiar with these audience lists from their 
remarketing campaigns or from some of their text ad campaigns that they were already 
leveraging RLSAs for. Now, this feature is available for Google Shopping as well.

RLSAs allows advertisers to “bid only” and “bid and target” shoppers.

Bid Only

This feature allows the advertiser to add lists or categories to set bids (but still shows ads when 
other targeting methods match).

Example: If you bid only on cart abandoners, you still might want to be able to see traffic for  
new viewers, people who’ve previously visited the site, product viewers, and certain category 

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/10/rlsa-for-shopping-ads/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/10/rlsa-for-shopping-ads/
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page viewers. The power of bid only is it allows you to adjust bids up or down based on the 
users of that list.

Bid & Target

Show ads only to people associated with these lists or categories (with the option to bid on them)

Example: If you wanted to create another campaign or an ad group just for cart abandoners 
you would use a “bid & target” so that you are only focusing and getting data on users who 
have actually abandoned your cart.

How Remarketing Lists for Search Ads Work

To start using remarketing lists for search ads, you need to create a remarketing list and add a 
snippet of code that you get from AdWords, called a remarketing tag, to your site.

You should add the new remarketing tag to every page in the site. The code tells AdWords to 
add every site visitor to their list. When people visit the homepage, for example, the cookies 
associated with their browsers are added to the remarketing list.

Once the remarketing tag is added to the site, you can add the remarketing list to an ad group 
that has keywords, bids, and ads with a message tailored to customers on the remarketing list. 
These customized ads will show to people who have already been to the site when they later 
search on Google. These messages won’t be shown to people who aren’t on the list.

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/answer.py?answer=168393
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Keep in mind: A remarketing list for Google search ads needs to have a minimum number of 
1,000 cookies before the list can be used to tailor search ads. This helps protect the privacy of 
those who make up a retailer’s list.

How to Set Up Remarketing Lists for Search  
Ad Campaigns

When you visit the “Audiences” section of the Shared library for the first time, you’ll find “All 
visitors.” This list will also appear on the Audiences tab, under the main Campaigns tab. Follow 
these steps to start using remarketing lists in the campaign:

Create a new “Search Network only” campaign, or select an existing search campaign 
and ad group.

Click the Audiences tab, next to the Keywords tab.

1

2

*If you don’t see the Audiences tab, you’ll need to 

enable it by clicking the drop-down menu at the 

end of the tab bar, and selecting Audiences.
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Click +Remarketing.
 
Click the Add targeting drop-down menu and select Remarketing.
 
Click the Select categories drop-down menu and select Remarketing lists. You’ll find 
the “All visitors” list and any other rule-based lists you’ve created for your different 
groups of site visitors. Add the remarketing list to your ad group.

•  (Optional) Create additional remarketing lists.

•  Add the remarketing tag across your entire site.

 

3

4

5

https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2454003
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2454064
https://support.google.com/adwords/answer/2476688
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RLSA Tips to Keep in Mind

Place a single tag once throughout your site, and create as many lists as you want based 
on sections of your site that people visit.

Categorize your visitors by creating more refined lists allows you to better tailor your ads 
and your bid to optimize performance.

Place one tag in the footer of your site that will work on all pages. You can also paste the 
tag using a content management system.

We recommend you start with these lists for your RLSAs. It’s intuitive to be more aggressive on
somebody who abandoned your cart today or yesterday―your products are likely still fresh  
in their mind: 

Cart Abandoners Product Viewers Specific Category  
/ LP Viewers

Product Type Viewers using (Tags)

TIP: Split up into day buckets  
(1-5 / 6-10/10-20/ 20-30 for example)
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Jason Bell, one of CPC’s more senior Google Shopping practitioners sheds some light on 
intuitive RLSA strategy:

“What I like to do is be more aggressive on somebody who cart abandoned today 
or yesterday. It’s really fresh in their minds so we want to be aggressive and get our 
Google Shopping ads in front of them again to hopefully remind them to go back to the 
site. Being able to target 1-3 day Cart Abandoners more aggressively than say people 
who abandoned 15-30 days ago could be a very important tactic to employ during the 
Holiday Season, especially if you want to continue to entice users to come back and 
purchase from you during the busy Black Friday weekend.

Outside of the Holiday Season, RLSAs still provide a huge benefit to throttle up or 
down your bids on specific users. If you sell perfumes, for example, you may know on 
average it takes a user 60 days before they need another bottle. Would you like to be 
more aggressive with your high converting Google Shopping traffic on these users?

This is just one of the many use case scenarios where RLSAs can benefit you. Even just 
collecting data on these types of users without making active bid adjustments can be 
enlightening and help you learn more about your customers.”
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Negative Keyword Sculpting
The typical usage of negative keywords is simply meant to disqualify your products/
campaign from showing up for a specific search query.

For example, you can negative a search for “nike running shoe” if you only carry Reebok 
running shoes in order to prevent clicks that clearly don’t have matching intent. Negatives are 
typically added at an [exact], “phrase”, or broad match type (broad not typically recommended 
since this can severely suffocate traffic in some cases).

“Sculpting,” however, is the funneling of search queries from one campaign/ad group to 
another which contains the products which are preferred to receive this traffic. In a nutshell, 
negative keyword sculpting allows Shopping advertisers to be more intentional and aggressive 
about surfacing ads for the search queries that are most relevant to their products. This can be 
done at the ad group and/or campaign level.

A good use case for this is if you carry multiple brands, like outdoor retailer Cabela’s. Cabela’s 
might find that their Columbia products sell very well and thus want to be more aggressive for 
shoppers searching for these branded products.

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/07/adwords-negative-keywords/
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In this case, we’re blocking all searches that contain “Columbia” from surfacing an ad in 
Campaign A and instead, funneling that traffic to Campaign B, where the bids are higher and 
the products are more relevant:

Negative keywords are a trademark of a Shopping advertiser who has taken an extra step to 
reduce wasted spend―When the data is available, there’s no scenario where a Shopping 
campaign should not be utilizing negative keywords.

PRODUCTS IN THIS CAMPAIGN WILL 
NOT ENTER THIS AUCTION

• Main Campaign

• All Products

• Negatives Added for "Columbia"  
  & Related Trademark Terms

CAMPAIGN A

PRODUCTS IN THIS CAMPAIGN WILL 
SHOW UP FOR THE SEARCH

• Trademark Focused Campaign

• Only Columbia Apparel added to  
   this campaign via filtering @ the  
   Label Level

CAMPAIGN B
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Search Query Optimization
You probably already know which products perform best for you on Google Shopping. But 
do you know which searches are most valuable to those top sellers?  Search term 
performance data is readily available in the Dimensions tab and is extremely valuable 
information for a Shopping advertiser to dig into.

For example, if you sell hiking boots, you might start to unpack that the search terms which are 
generating the most conversions at a low cost per conversion are longtail searches that include 
brand and model number. Take “men’s waterproof hiking boots” vs. “Keen Braddock boot,” 
which happens to be a waterproof model for Men. In this case, the branded search exhibits 
much more intent and reflects that the shopper is moving from the research to purchase phase.

RESEARCH PHASE

PURCHASE PHASE
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Search query optimization is an advanced form of negative keyword sculpting that aims to 
push very qualified traffic to a specific subset of products. This can be done at the ad group 
and campaign-level. But as you know, you bid on products with Shopping, not keywords, 
so how can you get your products to surface for only the longtail searches that you know to 
convert well for you?

The reality is that Google Shopping can drive a lot of traffic from shorter tail keywords, which 
may signal someone is higher up the funnel. The goal with this particular strategy is to funnel 
that traffic away from the search query optimized shopping campaigns but continue to target 
them within the “catch all” campaign (given performance allows). After funneling that traffic 
away with bulk negatives, the remaining traffic―the specific, longtail queries―will activate 
your search query optimized campaign, which features aggressive bids for those qualified 
searches. Negatives are already a prominently used feature of Shopping, but this strategy 
takes that approach to another level. 

One important thing to note―search query optimization (SQO) is technically possible without the 
addition of technology, but it’s really only feasible if you have automation technology in place. 

These are a couple questions you should ask before testing 
with Search Query Optimization:

• How many negatives do you currently have in your Shopping campaign?

• How many of these are short tail keywords that are driving up costs with little to no conversions?

• Would you like to be able to target your best selling products to potential customers who are  
   searching for that specific product or would you prefer to keep paying a premium for the   
   short tailed keyword traffic? (yup, that's a loaded question)
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How to Set Up a Framework for Implementing 
Search Query-Level Campaigns

Create a separate campaign or ad group which you will use for testing. Duplicate 
settings in this new campaign to ensure we get a solid A/B test

Start with a very targeted subset of products. You’re  going to want to choose a 
product subset that you’re at least already competitive on, particularly something 
where you’re a price leader (price has proven to be King on Google Shopping).

Keep the selected product(s) live in the old campaign―this will be used as a “catch 
all” so you you’re still eligible to surface ads for short tail keywords. In this case, we’re 
looking to pay a little less for these less qualified searches. This is a very important step.

Aggressively add negatives daily and monitor the Search Term Dimensions Report. 

This is the most important step for the whole process and the one which would stand to benefit from 

automation technology. “Aggressive” means almost 20-30 per day. This can be a 1-3 week process, 

depending on how many negatives you’re able to add. What you’re left with is a campaign that has so 

many negatives that it suppresses virtually all unqualified traffic. So the campaign will only fire when a 

very qualified, high-intent shopper search comes along.

Throttle up bids if you are seeing highly qualified search terms in the report and solid 
performance. Keep in mind that you can use auction insights reports to check on our 
impression share and run competitive analyses. You can also leverage Product Id 
reports to keep an eye on order volume to spot any upward trends.

2

3

4

5
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http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/10/auction-insights/
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Performance from SQO campaigns is really going to vary, particularly regarding how you plan 
on using them:

You can be very brand-focused where you are more lenient and only target  
non-branded search queries with negatives to ensure you’re prominently shown 
when brand searches occur.

You can be very focused on a single “hero” product to control and be aggressive on 
just that top selling product in an effort to ensure top placement for only your highest 
converting search queries.

SQO campaigns should practically never be your only campaign types unless your 
budget is extremely tight and you only want to target highly relevant search terms. 
However, you can severely hurt your order volume and revenue if you only use a 
search query optimized campaigns because you simply won’t be seeing very  
many impressions.

TIP: Using search query optimized campaign in conjunction with RLSAs will allow you to create an 
even more aggressively targeted campaign.
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Benefits of Search Query Optimization

•  Be very aggressive on at least top selling brands/products or expected revenue drivers

•  Have control over which search terms/potential customers you are being aggressive on

•  Have more control over which specific products show up for these high value search queries

•  Dominate the impression share and top of the page ranking for highly relevant search terms

For more information on search query optimization, read here.

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/06/google-shopping-exact-match-targeting/
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Other Things to Be Mindful Of

•  Unpacking Basic Product Feed Optimization

•  Using Auction Insights To Project & Stay Ahead of Competitors in Q4

•  Running Shopping Ads on YouTube via TrueView

•  Why Shopping Advertisers Should Avoid the Google Merchant Center Direct Feed Import

•  Automated Extensions in Google PLAs to Replace Promotional Text

•  Accurately Represent Your Products with Google Manufacturer Center

•  How to Assess the Profitability of Your Ad Positioning on Google Shopping

•  How to Use Category Reports in Google Shopping (Video)

•  How to Use Product ID Reports in Google Shopping (Video)

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/05/how-to-use-google-shopping-product-id-reports-video/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/10/product-feed/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/10/auction-insights/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/10/youtube-trueview/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/09/google-merchant-center-direct-feed-import/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/08/automated-extensions-google-plas/
http://www.cpcstrategy.com/blog/2015/07/google-manufacturer-center/
file:///C:/Users/Hiram%20Cruz/Documents/CPC%20Strategy/Whitepapers/Google%20Shopping%20Guide%202016/How%20to%20Assess%20the%20Profitability%20of%20Your%20Ad%20Positioning%20on%20Google%20Shopping
file:///C:/Users/Hiram%20Cruz/Documents/CPC%20Strategy/Whitepapers/Google%20Shopping%20Guide%202016/How%20to%20Use%20Google%20Shopping:%20Category%20Reports%20%5bVideo%5d


Schedule My Evaluation

What Now?

Your Complimentary Retail Search Evaluation
CPC Strategy’s Retail Search Evaluation is a complimentary 60-minute analysis and assessment of a retailer's existing  

Google Shopping campaign architecture, targeting settings, product feed, product pages, and profitability metrics.

http://www.cpcstrategy.com/retail-search-audit/

